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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postal History

704

C

Ex Lot 704

Wide-ranging group with many Kangaroo frankings including municipal envelopes, PPCs to Siam & Singapore, 1920
Taxation Office registered cover with Third Wmk 2½d & 6d blue both perf 'OS', many with KGV Heads including 'OS'
& 'OS/NSW' perfins & a few with commercial perfins, attractive group of advertising covers, other KGV period with
early slogan cancels & an array of unclaimed mail with instructional handstamps, some post-WWII covers including
airmails to India Hong Kong & Nigeria, postmark interest especially from Queensland, etc, condition variable. An
interesting lot. (500+)

500

SOUTH AUSTRALIA - Postal History
771

CPS

ADVERTISING: KGV period group of covers mostly with firms' imprints etc but including several illustrated types,
Shierlaw fronts (one registered) & advertising postcards including for Radio Station 5CL, a few municipal items, also
Reid Bros Timber Merchants illustrated lettercard, & a multi-part brochure for Cleveland & Sons Monumental Masons
with 12-page illustrated insert (a terrific item of "printed matter") & a sample envelope for a Tumby Bay merchant with
straight-line 'POSTED IN LATE FEE BAG' h/s (most unusual), condition variable but an excellent lot for the KGV
enthusiast. (50 items)

250

ITALY

986

CPS

Ex Lot 986

Two albums of covers mostly post-WWII to Munitions Manufacturer Mangiarotti (many are stampless official covers
with Postage Dues up to 900L added, some registered or express), also 1937 airmail 'FIUME' to Hungary, a couple
of WWI military postcards, 1929 registered to London with 2L50c solo franking, 1925 cover & PPC both with
advertising stamps for Campari, 1920s gorgeous Printed Matter cover (275x190mm), etc, also post-WWII Revenues
on 3 documents, generally very fine. (109 items)

400
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1206 CPS

Ex Lot 1206

- Volume of mostly 19th century covers with some interesting postmarks, official mail, advertising mail including an
array of notices on Postal Cards, a range of mostly unused Postal Stationery including a very fine unused 30c
yellow-brown/pale yellow Envelope, etc; also an album of mostly pre-WWII mail with unusual markings including
Missent & Forwarded h/s, a couple of manuscript cancels, four PPCs with Parcel Post cds!; finally 60+ PPCs (mostly)
with RPO datestamps including minor routes & barely intelligible abbreviations; condition variable. An interesting lot.
(100s)

500

